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Early September, Japan’s incumbent PM and LDP President Yoshihide Suga announced to step down as party leader 

and subsequently as PM. His decision came upon the low public approval ratings and a first contestant for the party 

leadership election. The LDP presidential election campaign will start on Sep. 17, the (first) election will be held on Sep. 29. 

Currently, there are three candidates: 

Fumio Kishida (former Foreign Minister and LDP policy chief),  

Sanae Takaichi (former Minister of Internal Affairs and Communications), and  

Taro Kono (current Minister in Charge of Deregulation and Vaccination).  

In principle, more candidates can still come forward. However, Shigeru Ishiba (former LDP Secretary-General and 

Regional Revitalization Minister) was reported to back Taro Kono. Seiko Noda (former Minister of Internal Affairs and 

Communications) is said to still considering his candidacy. Assuming an LDP (coalition) majority in the next Diet (Japan's 

bicameral legislature), the LDP President will become next PM. The 49th general election of members of the House of 

Representatives needs to take place before (or on) Nov. 28, 2021. 

This LDP leadership election will be held based on the regular process (as compared to a short cut process). There will 

be 383 Diet member votes and an equal number of local member votes. In the first round, the candidate needs an absolute 

majority. If no candidate gains this majority, there will be a second round among the top two candidates. Votes will come from 

the 383 Diet member votes and 47 prefectural votes (one for each Prefecture). Diet members are typically organised in factions 

and tend to vote completely for a chosen candidate. The decision process is still ongoing, some press comments are 

suggesting that an open vote could be possible this time. However, the regular election mode gives public opinion more weight 

via the non-factual local votes. According to a Nikkei opinion poll conducted on Sep 9-11, 27% support Taro Kono who gained 

popularity as “Vaccination Minister”. He is followed by 17% for Shigeru Ishiba (who likely will not run), 14% for Fumio Kishida, 
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• After Japan’s Prime Minister (PM) Suga has announced to step down, Japan’s Liberal Democratic Party (LDP) will hold 

a (possibly first) election for his succession on Sep. 29. The next LDP President will most likely also become Japan’s 

next PM. 

• Currently, there are three candidates with Mr Kono (the “Vaccination Minister”) leading public polls. However, LDP Diet 

members, which represent half of the votes, have only begun to sort their candidates. Overall, the result looks still rather 

open. 

• Independently of the candidates, economic policy concepts are unlikely to change in the short run. All contestants support 

the BoJ expansionary stance and more emergency fiscal packages. However, there are different views regarding long-

term fiscal consolidation and possible BoJ exit strategies. More focus will lie on distribution policies. All candidates stick 

to the 2050 neutral carbon emission target. 

• Notwithstanding the recent stock market rally (9% since early July), the Topix has still room to achieve decent positive 

returns in the next months. The market is to benefit from its Value and cyclical qualities in addition to attractive valuations 

and a still supportive policy stance. 
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7% for Sanae Takaichi, and 2% for Seiko Noda. In some press comments, Mr. Kono’s policy briefing was not well received. 

Thus, the race still looks very much open for the time being.  

In terms of policy views, the candidates’ positions can be characterised by the following statements:  

Fumio Kishida: In previous statements, Kishida said that fiscal consolidation would be a major pillar (medium to long-term 

target) and the Bank of Japan’s ultra-loose monetary policy could not last forever. However, in the current Covid-19 economic 

situation, he supports the 2% inflation target and the BoJ’s policy stance. He also sees a JPY 30 tr fiscal policy package as 

needed. He stressed distributional issues and was critical to Abenomics approach of income trickling down from high corporate 

profits. Thus, in terms of growth strategy he wants to shift to more correction of wealth disparities and allocation to the middle-

class. He wants to stick to the carbon neutral target (by 2050) and seems to support the restart of existing nuclear power plants 

upon safety checks.  

Sanae Takaichi promotes "Sanaenomics", a reference of closeness (but remodelled) to Abenomics. She would freeze fiscal 

consolidation until the 2% inflation target has been met. She supports large investment (JPY 100 tr over 10 years in natural 

disasters prevention, security, competitiveness, technology) financed by JGB issuance. She will also stick to the carbon neutral 

target and add thermal to nuclear power.  

Taro Kono: At a recent news conference Kono said it would be "difficult" to achieve the BOJ's inflation target, urging the 

central bank to keep in dialog with markets but will leave the BoJ to decide. Current emergency conditions make fiscal spending 

necessary, which can be financed by JGB issuance. The consumption tax (10%) should be maintained. On distribution policy, 

he proposed to offer preferential measures for corporate taxes for companies that lift the labour’s share of value-added to a 

certain level. Kono said Abenomics helped boost corporate profits, it had not yet benefited workers' wages. Mr. Kono has been 

known as in favour of eliminating nuclear power but he seems to modify that as a long-run view, while in the meantime nuclear 

power could supplement renewable energy.  

In sum, in the short run, all candidates support the BoJ’s policy and more emergency fiscal packages. In the longer 

term, there are more critical views regarding the importance of fiscal consolidation and an exit strategy for the BoJ. Japan’s 

next PM will choose the next BoJ governor, as Governor Kuroda’s term will end in spring 2023.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Regarding the stock market, Japanese equities have a high rank in our country score tool - based on different valuation 

metrics and risk - which adds to other appealing factors for investors: being a Value-Cyclical market and being the cheapest 

market in Asia as well as Japan’s involvement in infrastructure investments. Earnings revisions are also leading other global 

equities: up by +35% year-to-date and 13% since June, versus 26% and 6.6%, respectively, for the MSCI World.  

Policy is expected to remain supportive after the imminent Party and Lower House elections. Some market participants expect 

public investments to be better deployed with the new PM as Suga is judged to not having them managed properly. Short term, 

the Japanese bet has become more consensual and technical indicators look stretched. That’s why the Topix index could 

pause a bit. That said, we forecast a positive total return of nearly 6% in 12 months and maintain an overweight on this market. 

 

https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/factbox-key-economic-policy-stances-of-japans-next-pm-candidates/ar-AAOiooz?ocid=uxbndlbing
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This document is based on information and opinions which Generali Insurance Asset Management S.p.A. Società di gestione del risparmio has obtained from sources 

within and outside of the Generali Group. While such information is believed to be reliable for the purposes used herein, no representation or warranty, expressed or 

implied, is made that such information or opinions are accurate or complete. The information, opinions estimates and forecasts expressed in this document are as of the 

date of this publication and represent only the judgment of Generali Insurance Asset Management S.p.A. Società di gestione del risparmio and may be subject to any 

change without notification. It shall not be considered as an explicit or implicit recommendation of investment strategy or as investment advice. Before subscribing an offer 

of investment services, each potential client shall be given every document provided by the regulations in force from time to time, documents to be carefully read by the 

client before making any investment choice. Generali Insurance Asset Management S.p.A. Società di gestione del risparmio may have taken or, and may in the future take, 

investment decisions for the portfolios it manages which are contrary to the views expressed herein provided. Generali Insurance Asset Management S.p. A. Società di 

gestione del risparmio relieves itself from any responsibility concerning mistakes or omissions and shall not be considered responsible in case of possible damages or 

losses related to the improper use of the information herein provided. It is recommended to look over the regulation, available on our website www.generali-investments.com. 

Generali Investments is part of the Generali Group which was established in 1831 in Trieste as Assicurazioni Generali Austro Italiche. Generali Investments is a commercial 

brand of Generali Investments Partners S.p.A. Società di gestione del risparmio, Generali Insurance Asset Management S.p.A. Società di gestione del risparmio, Generali 

Investments Luxembourg S.A. and Generali Investments Holding S.p.A.. 
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